Large herbivores transform plant-pollinator networks in an African savanna
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In brief

Guy, Hutchinson et al. show that excluding large mammalian herbivores from 1-ha experimental plots in Kenya increases flower abundance and diversity, boosts pollinator activity, and makes plant-pollinator networks larger. This link between large herbivores and pollinators, via plants, underscores the interconnectedness of food webs.
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SUMMARY

Pollination by animals is a key ecosystem service and interactions between plants and their pollinators are a model system for studying ecological networks, yet plant-pollinator networks are typically studied in isolation from the broader ecosystems in which they are embedded. The plants visited by pollinators also interact with other consumer guilds that eat stems, leaves, fruits, or seeds. One such guild, large mammalian herbivores, are well-known ecosystem engineers and may have substantial impacts on plant-pollinator networks. Although moderate herbivory can sometimes promote plant diversity, large herbivores might alternatively reduce resource availability for pollinators by consuming flowers, reducing plant density, and promoting somatic regrowth over reproduction. The direction and magnitude of such effects may hinge on abiotic context—in particular, rainfall, which modulates the effects of ungulates on vegetation. Using a long-term, large-scale experiment replicated across a rainfall gradient in central Kenya, we show that a diverse assemblage of native large herbivores, ranging from 5-kg antelopes to 4,000-kg African elephants, limited resource availability for pollinators by reducing flower abundance and diversity; this in turn resulted in fewer pollinator visits and lower pollinator diversity. Exclusion of large herbivores increased floral-resource abundance and pollinator-assemblage diversity, rendering plant-pollinator networks larger, more functionally redundant, and less vulnerable to pollinator extinction. Our results show that species extrinsic to plant-pollinator interactions can indirectly and strongly alter network structure. Forecasting the effects of environmental change on pollination services and interaction webs more broadly will require accounting for the effects of extrinsic keystone species.

RESULTS

Human transformation of the biosphere threatens animal pollination services and has motivated theoretical and empirical research seeking to identify generalities in the structure of mutualistic networks between plants and their pollinators. Considerable effort has been invested in predicting how, for example, network structure and functioning will change as native plant and pollinator species are lost or as novel species invade. However, several uncertainties cloud our understanding. One is the role of “extrinsic” species in shaping ecological networks. Plants and pollinators are embedded within complex communities, and species that do not participate in pollination interactions may nonetheless exert strong effects on plant-pollinator networks. Similarly, network structure and stability—and their alteration by extrinsic species—may vary across environmental gradients in ways that are difficult to predict but essential to understand.

Large mammalian herbivores are one guild of extrinsic keystone species likely to influence the structure and emergent properties of plant-pollinator networks. Grazing, trampling, and nutrient redistribution by large herbivores—and the cessation of these activities when populations crash—alter vegetation structure and composition, and indirectly affect animals. Global large-herbivore declines therefore have the potential to reorganize ecological networks, but this possibility has not been assessed. On the one hand, moderate grazing pressure can elevate plant diversity (e.g., by suppressing dominant competitors), which might foster larger, more stable plant-pollinator networks—consistent with the intermediate-disturbance and key species models.
hypotheses and with theories predicting a positive relationship between complexity and stability in mutualistic networks. On the other hand, large herbivores eat flowers, reduce plant density through trampling and consumption, and prompt plants to reallocate energy to growth in lieu of reproduction; these effects might reduce resource availability for pollinators and generate smaller, more fragile plant-pollinator networks. Importantly, rainfall mediates the effects of herbivory on vegetation and may therefore also mediate large herbivore impacts on plant-pollinator networks. Evidence from pastoral and ungulate-invaded landscapes suggests that plant-pollinator interactions are suppressed by large herbivores, but we have little understanding of how these interactions are affected by species-rich assemblages of native herbivores.

We experimentally tested how native large herbivores affect plant-pollinator networks in a semi-arid African savanna ecosystem (Mpala Conservancy, Kenya) with a diverse community of large herbivores, plants, and pollinators. The large-herbivore assemblage comprises ~24 species spanning three orders of magnitude in body size from dik-dik to African elephants. The biomass density of native large herbivores at Mpala is roughly 5,000 kg km⁻², which is typical of semi-arid African savannas. Rainfall varies across the conservancy, with ~30% more precipitation on average in the south than the north (2009-2014, mean annual rainfall ± SEM: south, 595 ± 64 mm; north, 493 ± 69 mm). We quantified the effects of large herbivores on plant-pollinator networks, and the role of rainfall in modulating these interactions, using the UHURU experiment. This series of fenced 1-ha herbivore exclosures and unfenced control plots was established in 2008 and is replicated in blocks from south (wetter) to north (drier; Figures S1A–S1C). Six years into the experiment (June 2014, an annual flowering peak; Figures S1D and S1E), we recorded plant-pollinator interactions in three total exclosures (which exclude all herbivores ≥5 kg, hereafter “Exclusion” plots) and paired control (“Open”) plots in both the northern and southern sites (12 total plots). Within each plot (specifically the central 0.25-ha subplot), we measured floral abundance, caught and identified flower-visiting insects (hereafter “pollinators”), and used these data to estimate plant-pollinator networks.

Large-herbivore exclusion increased plot-level richness and abundance of floral resources (Figures 1A and 1B; STAR Methods). In total, we recorded flowers from 71 plant species in the six Exclusion plots compared with only 51 in Open plots. On average, Exclusion plots had roughly 50% more flowering plant species and 3-fold more floral units (individual flowers or composite inflorescences) per plant species than did Open plots (Figures 1A and 1B). Neither floral richness nor floral abundance differed between high- and low-rainfall sites; however, a site-by-treatment interaction indicated that the reduction of floral richness by herbivores was greater in the low-rainfall site (Figure 1A).

### Figure 1. Large-herbivore exclusion increased plant and pollinator richness and density

(A and B) Floral species richness (A; treatment, \( \chi^2 = 5.64, df = 1, p = 0.02 \)) and the number of flowers per plant species (B; treatment, \( \chi^2 = 9.68, df = 1, p = 0.002 \)) were greater in Exclusion plots than in Open plots. Although there was no effect of rainfall site on either of these responses (site, \( \chi^2 = 0.98, df = 1, p = 0.32 \) and \( \chi^2 = 2.40, df = 1, p = 0.12 \), respectively), rainfall appeared to modulate the effect of herbivores on floral species richness (A; site × treatment, \( \chi^2 = 3.10, df = 1, p = 0.08 \)). (C–E) Rarefied pollinator species richness (C; treatment, \( \chi^2 = 5.10, df = 1, p = 0.03 \)), number of pollinator individuals captured (D; treatment, \( \chi^2 = 3.94, df = 1, p = 0.05 \)), and rarefied pollinator diversity (E; treatment, \( \chi^2 = 4.51, df = 1, p = 0.03 \)) were all greater in Exclusion plots but did not differ between sites (site, \( \chi^2 = 0.49, df = 1, p = 0.48 \); \( \chi^2 = 0.02, df = 1, p = 0.88 \); and \( \chi^2 = 2.03, df = 1, p = 0.15 \), respectively). All reported effects are likelihood-ratio tests; bars and error bars show mean ± 1 SEM per treatment-site combination (n = 3).

See also Figure S2 and Table S2.
Of the 39 species widespread enough to estimate an experimental effect (STAR Methods), almost all of them (36 of 39; 92%) had higher mean floral abundance in Exclusion plots (4-fold higher on average; Figure S2A).

Pollinator activity was greater and assemblages were larger in Exclusion plots (Figures 1C–1E). We captured 1,819 individual pollinators representing 331 insect species or morphospecies from 59 families (Table S1) during floral-visitation surveys (STAR Methods). Coverage-based rarefaction indicated that Exclusion plots had roughly 50% more pollinator species and 50% greater pollinator diversity (Hill’s numbers, q = 1) than Open plots (Figures 1C and 1E). In addition, pollinators were more active in Exclusion plots (Figure 1D), where we observed nearly 20% more flower visits per hour of sampling. Pollinator-assemblage composition varied widely among plots and was significantly correlated with floral-assemblage composition (Mantel test, compositional dissimilarity of pollinators and flowers: r = 0.69, p < 0.001). Moreover, partial distance-based redundancy analysis (conditioned on sampling effort) showed that pollinator-assemblage composition (presence/absence) differed between rainfall levels (sites) and, to a lesser extent, between herbivore-exclusion treatments (Figures 2A and S3). Pollinator assemblages were less similar among Open plots due to turnover in species composition (Figure S3). Pollinator-assemblage dissimilarity due to species loss was greatest for Open-Exclusion comparisons and at the low-rainfall site (Figure S3), suggesting that pollinator species differed in their likelihood of co-occurring with large herbivores. A subset of pollinators were consistently caught at a higher rate in Exclusion plots (Figure 2B, right); three bee genera (Apis, Hypotrigna, and Pseudapis) were the greatest beneficiaries of herbivore exclusion. Species captured at higher rates in Open plots (Figure 2B, left) comprised a mixture of guilds including a few bee taxa (e.g., Patellapis, Liotrigona, and Amegilla) as well as primarily carnivorous and detritivorous flies (e.g., Neolophonotus, Musca, and Physiphora). All pollinators are shown in Figure S2B.

Exclusion of large herbivores exerted strong effects on network structure, whereas the effect of rainfall was typically smaller (Figures 3A–3F; STAR Methods; Table S2). In Exclusion plots, plant species were visited by 60% more pollinator species (Figure 3B) and received 2.6-fold more pollinator visits (Figure 3C). Plant-pollinator networks were not more nested in Exclusion plots (Figure 3D), but they were substantially less specialized (Figure 3E), potentially indicating greater redundancy of plant-pollinator interactions when large herbivores were absent. Lower visitation intensity and interaction redundancy in Open plots might have been balanced by greater pollinator specialization, but we found no evidence for this hypothesis (Figure 3F). The effect of large herbivores on network structure was greatly reduced when we statistically accounted for floral and pollinator richness as well as interaction intensity (Table S2), indicating that large herbivores altered network structure through their effects on the richness and density of flowers and pollinators.

Lower diversity, intensity, and redundancy of plant-pollinator interactions in Open plots may render these networks more vulnerable to species loss. To assess vulnerability, we used a Bayesian network approach (sensu Eklöf et al.57 and Baldock et al.41; STAR Methods) to calculate the average number of pollinators lost from each network across all possible extinction sequences. We parameterized the Bayesian network with a baseline extinction probability for each species (i.e., pollinators observed rarely were attributed a greater extinction risk) that increased linearly as interaction partners were lost (STAR Methods). A greater proportion of pollinators were predicted to be lost at the low-rainfall site (North) and in the Open plots within each site (Figure 3G). When we statistically accounted for plant and pollinator richness as well as interaction intensity (STAR Methods), rainfall (site) remained a strong predictor of pollinator loss, whereas the effect of herbivory treatment was greatly reduced (Table S2). As for network-structure metrics, large herbivores affected pollinator vulnerability via their suppression of floral and pollinator richness and density.

DISCUSSION

Mutualistic networks, such as those comprising plants and pollinators, are regarded as the “architecture of biodiversity”58; however, they are generally studied in isolation from their broader community context. Our experimental results show that large mammalian herbivores suppress the richness and density of flowers and pollinators, leading to more fragile plant-pollinator networks. These effects were most pronounced at our low-rainfall site, suggesting that shifting rainfall patterns and declining wildlife populations in East Africa may interact to affect pollination services.

Our results suggest a tension between pollination and large-mammal herbivory in intact African savannas, and a key question is whether the same effects would be evident if large herbivores were excluded for longer durations or extirpated from entire landscapes. In our plots, herbivore exclusion has increased vegetation cover and large-tree density, altered understory composition in favor of animal-pollinated forbs and subshrubs relative to wind-pollinated grasses, and increased plant reproductive output, all of which helps explain effects on floral resources and pollinators.

Long-term, ecosystem-level declines in herbivore populations precipitate similar effects on vegetation structure. In principle, large-herbivore collapse could trigger regime shifts from savanna to closed-canopy woodland, although this hinges on various environmental factors (notably rainfall and fire). In another experiment at our semi-arid site, where fires are infrequent, woody canopy cover plateaued at roughly 60% after 17 years of herbivore exclusion, suggesting that a regime shift is unlikely. In wetter savannas with higher, more contiguous understory biomass, successional shifts are more likely, but so too is the likelihood that herbivore loss leads to more frequent, intense fires that arrest succession and may suppress plant-pollinator interactions.

We hypothesize that the suppression of pollinator (alpha) diversity documented here may be partially offset at large spatial scales by herbivores’ maintenance of vegetation heterogeneity, which should tend to enhance pollinator beta and gamma diversity. Herbivores maintain vegetation heterogeneity via selective consumption of vegetation, water- and risk-sensitive space use, and nutrient redistribution, all of which produce patchy mosaics of plant biomass and species composition. By contrast, extreme alternative outcomes of wholesale herbivore extirpation succession resulting in canopy closure or intense, grassland-promoting fire regimes would have homogenizing
Figure 2. Large herbivores and rainfall reorganized pollinator assemblages
(A) Partial distance-based redundancy analysis (conditioned on sampling effort) separated pollinator assemblages by site (horizontal axis explaining 14% of variance; low-rainfall plots have negative values, high-rainfall plots have positive values) and treatment (vertical axis explaining 11% of variance; Open plots have negative values, Exclusion plots generally have positive values). Rainfall most strongly modulated pollinator assemblages and herbivore presence had a smaller effect (permutational ANOVA, n = 9,999, adjusted $R^2 = 0.06$; site, $F_{1,8} = 1.48$, $p = 0.002$; treatment, $F_{1,8} = 1.17$, $p = 0.14$). See also Figure S3.

(B) Response to herbivore exclusion for the most widespread pollinator species (those present in both plots of at least two experimental blocks), quantified as the log-response ratio of each species’ change in capture rate between Exclusion and Open plots (mean ± 1 SEM). Species captured at higher rates in Exclusion plots tended to be those that specialize on nectar and pollen (at right; Apis, Hypotrigona, and Pseudapis), whereas species captured at lower rates in Exclusion plots (at left) were more trophically diverse, comprising both nectar and pollen specialists (Patellapis and Liotrigona bees) and other guilds (e.g., predatory Neolophonotus flies, detritivorous Musca, and Physiphora flies). Points and error bars are mean ± 1 SEM. See also Figure S2 and Table S2.
Discerning links from lions and leopards to bees and butterflies, mediated by herbivores, plants, and abiotic variables in savannas, will provide a more complete picture of pollination in savannas. In doing so, it may be necessary to conceptualize all primary consumers—from ungulate herbivores and pollinating bees to granivorous rodents and frugivorous birds—as competitors for the same plant-derived nutrition. In the light of resource competition, the negative impacts of ungulates on pollinators are more intuitive. Yet our finding that plant-pollinator networks are more robust (at least locally) in the absence of native large herbivores poses something of a riddle: Why does a natural component of an ecosystem (large herbivores) appear to destabilize another natural component of the same system (plant-pollinator interactions)? Scale dependence might provide one answer to

Figure 3. Large-herbivore exclusion made plant-pollinator networks larger, more generalized, and less vulnerable to pollinator loss
(A) Bipartite networks show the plot-level plant-pollinator networks where large herbivores were present (at left) and excluded (at right).
(B and C) In Exclusion plots, plants were visited by more pollinator species (B; treatment, $\chi^2 = 9.31$, df = 1, $p = 0.002$; site, $\chi^2 = 3.47$, df = 1, $p = 0.06$) and were visited more frequently (C; treatment, $\chi^2 = 5.66$, df = 1, $p = 0.02$; site, $\chi^2 = 0.56$, df = 1, $p = 0.46$).
(D and E) In Exclusion plots, plant-pollinator networks were not more nested (D; treatment, $\chi^2 = 1.34$, df = 1, $p = 0.29$; site, $\chi^2 = 0.03$, df = 1, $p = 0.87$), but they were less specialized (E; treatment, $\chi^2 = 4.43$, df = 1, $p = 0.04$; site, $\chi^2 = 0.90$, df = 1, $p = 0.34$).
(F) Lower overall visitation rates and interaction redundancy in Open plots were not mitigated by increased pollinator specialization (treatment, $\chi^2 = 0.69$, df = 1, $p = 0.41$; site, $\chi^2 = 1.20$, df = 1, $p = 0.27$).
(G) Plant-pollinator assemblages were less vulnerable to pollinator extinction in Exclusion plots and at the wetter site, where a smaller proportion of the pollinator assemblage was predicted to be lost due to low abundance and specialized interaction patterns (treatment, $\chi^2 = 3.60$, df = 1, $p = 0.06$; site, $\chi^2 = 7.35$, df = 1, $p = 0.01$).
All reported effects are likelihood-ratio tests; bars and error bars show mean ± 1 SEM per treatment-site combination (n = 3). See also Table S2.
this question. Another answer might be that projecting “stability” or related properties from bipartite networks, in the absence of contextualizing information on their biotic and abiotic context, is likely to be misleading. Our findings underscore the value of considering extrinsic species in bipartite-network analyses; future studies may need to go even further in situating network analyses in their broader ecological context if the aim is to produce useful forecasts of network dynamics and ecosystem services in a rapidly changing world.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological Samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollinator specimens collected</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposited Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table of flowers counted</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td><a href="https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1">https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables of pollinators caught with taxonomist-verified identities</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td><a href="https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1">https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.Rdata file containing plant-pollinator interaction networks</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td><a href="https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1">https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and Algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Statistical Software</td>
<td>R Project</td>
<td><a href="https://www.r-project.org">https://www.r-project.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributed R packages</td>
<td>Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN)</td>
<td><a href="https://cran.r-project.org/">https://cran.r-project.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“UHURU” experiment</td>
<td>Mpala Research Center, Kenya</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESOURCES AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Todd M. Palmer (tmp@ufl.edu).

Materials Availability
All specimens are stored in the institutional collections of the entomologists listed in Table S1 and will be made available by the Lead Contact upon reasonable request.

Data and Code Availability
The datasets that support these findings are provided at Database: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.bcc2fqzc1. Data provided tabulate floral and pollinator surveys as well as plot-level plant-pollinator networks. All code used in data analysis is freely available in the R programming language and open-source packages therein.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Study Site
Our experiment was conducted within the Ungulate Herbivory Under Rainfall Uncertainty (“UHURU”) experiment at Mpala Conservancy in Laikipia County in central Kenya (0°17’N, 37°52’E). Mpala is located at an elevation of approximately 1600 m and is home to a diverse wildlife community.10 The UHURU experiment was established in September 2008 and consists of replicated 1 ha (100 m x 100 m) herbivore exclosures established at three sites along a 20-km rainfall gradient, which range from an average of ~490 mm of rain per year in the northern, low rainfall area to an average of ~600 mm per year in the southern, higher rainfall area. Each of the three sites comprises three blocks, and each block contains four 100 m x 100 m plots randomly assigned to each of four herbivory treatments (Figures S1A–S1C).

Experimental Setup
The four herbivory treatments are “total” exclusion, “meso-herbivore” exclusion, “mega-herbivore” exclusion, and open control (Figure S1C). In this study, we used only the total-exclusion and open control plots from each block. The former exclude all herbivores larger than 5 kg mass and ~50 cm height, (but not hares and other small mammals) using 2.4-m high fences comprising
14 strands of electrified wire with a 1 m high chain-link barrier (10 cm mesh) at ground level. Open plots are unfenced, with a series of 1-m tall wooden posts at 10 m intervals demarcating plot boundaries and allowing complete access to all herbivores. In this study, we evaluated plant-pollinator assemblages at the North and South sites. These sites are similar in soil properties, but differ in historical patterns of average annual rainfall, with the North site typically receiving less rainfall than the South (mean annual rainfall ± SE: 493 mm ± 69 versus 595 mm ± 64, for North and South 2009-2014, respectively), and having lower understory vegetative diversity and richness. The UHURU experimental design allowed us to test the effects of excluding large-mammalian herbivores on floral abundance, pollinator activity, and plant-pollinator interaction networks, and to assess whether these effects are modulated by aridity. We note that the UHURU experiment does not simulate the elimination of herbivores at the landscape level; rather, it simulates the loss of large-mammalian herbivores from hectare-scale patches within the landscape. Thus, for highly mobile pollinator species, large-herbivore exclusion at the spatial scale of our experiments is likely to influence the patchiness of the landscapes they forage across and the habitat that they select; nonetheless, we expect this experimental scenario to be a reasonable proxy for the likely effects of large mammal defaunation on plant and pollinator assemblages.

**METHOD DETAILS**

**Survey Approach**

Data for plant-pollinator visitation networks were collected from May 30 to July 3 2014 at the end of the long rains when flowering is most common (Figures S1D and S1E). Within 12 plots from the UHURU experiment (2 treatments x 3 replicates x 2 sites), we collected data on plant-pollinator interactions by catching and identifying all flower-visiting insect taxa (hereafter “pollinators”) in a central 50 m x 50 m (0.25 ha) subplot of each experimental plot. To facilitate these surveys, each subplot was further divided up into 25 quadrats (10 m x 10 m) to ensure that no flower was missed. For simplicity, we refer to the data collected within each plot’s central 0.25 ha subplot as representing the entire plot. We sampled both floral abundance and pollinator visits in the Exclusion plot and Open plot of a given block before proceeding to the next block. For each block, we undertook both floral and pollinator visitation surveys at the Exclusion plot first before moving to the Open plot. We randomly assigned the order in which each block would be sampled at each site and alternated sampling between South and North sites.

**Floral Surveys**

In the central subplot (0.25 ha) of each experimental plot, we conducted floral abundance surveys during the morning of the day preceding pollinator visitation sampling. Each floral survey was repeated the same afternoon to account for any afternoon-blooming plants that would have been missed during the morning survey. We recorded the total number of floral units (defined as an individual flower or composite inflorescence in the case of composite flowers) for each flowering plant species within the central subplot. Floral abundance was expressed as the total number of open floral units in each subplot. In this study, flowering-species richness indicates the number of plant species with open flowers in the sampling area (i.e., species density). Plant species were identified using keys and descriptions in Blundell10 and taxonomically verified specimens in the local UHURU herbarium. Of the 76 plant species that were flowering during our surveys, 95% (72/76) were identified to species with a further two being identified to genus.

**Pollinator Surveys**

The day after a plot’s floral survey, we sampled insect visitors at every flowering species recorded to have 10 or more floral units in the central 0.25 ha subplot during the previous day’s floral survey. Each qualifying flowering species was observed for 30 min during each of three time periods (0800-1030; 1030-1300; 1330-1600, for 90 min total observation time), which spanned the most active time for pollinators. If a species’ flowers were not open during a specific time period, it was not given additional time in another time period. When more flowering species were blooming in a plot than was possible to watch in one day, two subsequent days following the floral survey were used and species were randomly assigned a day to be observed. Weather data were not quantitatively tracked, however we did note weather conditions during each survey and these were qualitatively consistent across sites and treatments (i.e., generally sunny with occasional cloudiness or breeze). In the two instances of unfavorable weather (persistently cloudy and windy), we postponed flower-visitor observations by one day.

For each flowering species at each time period, we randomly chose a 1 m² area for observation that contained at least 10 floral units. If less than 10 floral units for a given plant species occurred in a 1 m² area, the location to be watched was chosen based on the watchable area with the highest concentration of floral units (e.g., an area with 7 open flowers given preference over an area with 3 open flowers). Observers stood at a distance of ~1 m to minimize disturbance to visiting insects. Any insect touching a reproductive part of the plant was captured (89% success rate). Captured insects were euthanized in kill jars using ethyl acetate, pinned, dried, and then identified to species or genus and morphospecies by 27 taxonomic experts across the globe familiar with African insects (Table S1). Escaped insects were noted and identified by eye to the lowest taxonomic resolution possible but were excluded from our analyses to avoid potential biases in identification. Ants (Formicidae) were excluded from our analyses because they are rarely effective pollinators and can depress seed set. In total, our dataset was composed of 1819 captured flower visitors.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data Quality Control
All analyses were conducted in R. Prior to analysis, we conducted several quality-control steps on the data. To compare floral abundance among plots, we computed the number of flowers per flowering-plant species in each plot to control for among-plot differences in flowering-species richness. Next, we corrected the pollinator richness of our insect collections to account for differing total sampling time between plots. To make pollinator richness comparable among plots, we used coverage-based rarefaction and extrapolation with the R package iNEXT to estimate pollinator richness at the maximum sampling completeness among all plots (70.4% sample coverage; determined as the smallest sampling completeness after each plot’s sample size is doubled, as per Chao and Jost). Using the same method, we also estimated the Shannon diversity of the pollinator assemblage (Hill’s numbers, q = 1). Estimating pollinator richness and diversity at equal levels of sampling completeness facilitated direct comparisons between plots. To compare the number of pollinator individuals caught in each plot, we included effects of per-plot sampling effort in statistical analyses. Sampling effort was calculated as the number of ‘flower h’ of sampling in each plot (i.e., number of floral units observed multiplied by total sampling time). Given the low replication per treatment-site combination in this large-scale experiment and our statistically conservative use of plots as the units of analysis, we considered p ≤ 0.10 as grounds for biological inference to balance the potential for type I and type II errors.

Floral and Pollinator Assemblage Analyses
To determine how the floral and pollinator assemblages differed between Exclusion and Open plots, and to assess the potential rainfall-site dependence of these effects, we constructed generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) with by-block random intercepts using the R package glmmTMB (v1.0.1). For each metric, we constructed four candidate models that included experimental block (i.e., paired Exclusion and Open plots) nested within site (North or South) as a random effect and fixed effects of herbivore presence, site, both, and both plus the interaction term (Table S2). For models of caught pollinators, we also included sampling effort (flower h; log) as a fixed effect in each candidate model. Because species richness and abundance are recorded as counts, we used the generalized Poisson error distribution with a log link function for flowering-species richness (Figure 1A) and caught pollinators (Figure 1D). For flowers-per-plant-species (Figure 1B), rarefied pollinator richness (Figure 1C), and rarefied pollinator diversity (Figure 1E), we used a Gaussian error distribution because these measures are continuous, positive variables. We log-transformed flowers-per-plant-species to meet model assumptions. We performed residual diagnostics (including checks for heteroskedasticity and dispersion) for each candidate model using the DHARMa package (v0.3.2) and tested for overdispersion in Poisson-family models using the performance package (v0.4.7) in R. To assess how herbivore presence and rainfall site influenced the species richness, density, and diversity of flowers and flower-visitors, we compared candidate models with and without each predictor variable using one-sided likelihood-ratio tests with the anova function in R.

We also evaluated the impact of herbivore exclusion on particular plant and pollinator species. For each experimental block (paired Exclusion and Open plots), we identified the floral and pollinator species that were observed in both plots within each block. For these species, we calculated the log-response ratio [log-response ratio; \( \ln(\text{Exclusion/Open}) \)] to quantify the effect of herbivore exclusion on their abundance. For plant species (Figure S2A), we used their number of floral units per plot as a measure of each species’ abundance. For pollinator species (Figures 2B and S2B), we used each species’ capture rate as the measure of abundance. Using capture rate for pollinators (number caught per flower-h of observation) meant that our estimates of pollinator species’ abundance controlled for differing sampling effort per plot. A disadvantage of this approach was that, because assemblages differed in diversity, the probability of capturing any one species was lower in higher diversity plots. Because Exclusion plots had more diverse pollinator assemblages, pollinator capture rate therefore represents a conservative measure of pollinator abundance for the species that respond positively to herbivore exclusion. For all plants and pollinators appearing in both plots of at least two experimental blocks, we calculated the mean and standard error of the mean to estimate the overall response to the experiment for each species and identify plants and pollinators that benefit (positive log-response ratio) and suffer (negative log-response ratio) from herbivore exclusion.

Pollinator Assemblage Dissimilarity
To assess the similarity of pollinator-assemblage membership, we calculated pairwise Jaccard dissimilarities between plots using the betapart package (v1.5.1). We used a presence-absence dissimilarity metric to focus our assessment on community membership and the Jaccard indices specifically due to their robustness to undersampling. We computed three components of compositional dissimilarity: total dissimilarity (measured as Jaccard dissimilarity, \( \beta_{JC} \)), dissimilarity resulting from species turnover (measured as the turnover fraction of Jaccard dissimilarity, \( \beta_{JTU} \)), and dissimilarity resulting from nestedness (measured as nestedness-resultant fraction of Jaccard dissimilarity, \( \beta_{JNE} \)). Before analyzing the dissimilarity of pollinator assemblages, we examined the data for spatial structure with distance-based Moran’s Eigenvector Maps (implemented with the quickMEM function, v1.0.0, provided in Numerical Ecology with R pp.327 and adjusted for distance-based RDA). The latitude and longitude of each plot’s centroid were used to represent the geographic location of each plot. If significant spatial structure existed in the data, spatial eigenvectors could be used to condition partial-redundancy analysis of compositional dissimilarity. However, no significant spatial structure was found across the pollinator assemblages of the 12 plots (\( \beta_{JPAC}, p = 1.00; \beta_{JTU}, p = 1.00; \beta_{JNE}, p = 0.99 \)). As such, we did not include spatial variables in downstream analyses of compositional dissimilarity. To explore the connection between floral and pollinator assemblage composition, we tested for a correlation between total pollinator dissimilarity (\( \beta_{JC} \)) and the same for plot-level floral
assemblages using the mantel function in vegan (v2.5.6)\(^7\), comparing the observed Mantel statistic to 9999 permuted values of the statistic. Next, to explore how site and herbivore presence influenced each component of pollinator dissimilarity (i.e., \(\beta_{\text{JAC}}, \beta_{\text{JUT}}, \beta_{\text{JON}}\) from above), we used partial distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA; implemented with capscale in vegan, v2.5.6)\(^7\). Partial dbRDA was conditioned on plot-level sampling effort (as estimated using the ‘flower h’ of sampling per plot) to control for differences in pollinator sampling between plots (Figures 2A and S3). For each of the three dissimilarity partitions, we computed a partial dbRDA with additive constraints of herbivore treatment and site, assessed model fit with adjusted R\(^2\), and quantified the importance of treatment and site for the clustering of plots with permutational ANOVA (9999 permutations). The effect of treatment and site individually were derived by comparing one model containing each variable only to the additive model containing both treatment and site.

**Plant-Pollinator Network Construction**

Flower visitation surveys for each plant species were carried out in the position of each sampling area (central 50 × 50 m subplot within each experimental plot) where the greatest number of flowers could be closely observed. As a result, we were not able to conduct visitation surveys for all of the flowers belonging to each species. To produce a complete characterization of the plant-pollinator networks within each sampling area, we scaled up the set of observed flower visitation events to the entire 0.25 ha subplot. Specifically, we estimated the expected number of visitation events between each plant and pollinator in each subplot (hereafter, interaction intensity) as the number of observed visitation events divided by the proportion of that plant species’ flowers within the subplot that were observed during visitation surveys (Figure 3A). For example, if pollinator \(a\) was observed to visit plant \(b\) three times and 10 of \(b\)’s flowers were observed out of 40 flowers within the plot, the interaction \(i_{ab}\) was taken to be 3/0.25 (i.e., 12). Scaling plant-pollinator interactions in this way enabled us to account for each plant species’ total floral abundance while dedicating equal sampling effort to each plant species.

**Plant-Pollinator Network Structure Analyses**

To describe the topology of plant-pollinator interaction networks, we calculated a set of species- and network-level metrics that capture plant-pollinator interaction patterns and have direct ecological interpretations. First, at the plant-species level, we computed the number of pollinator species observed to visit each plant species in each plot as well as each plant species’ visitation intensity—the total number of scaled pollinator visits per plant species. Together these metrics capture the potential for redundancy in pollination services and the potential for pollination provisioning. For each pollinator species in each plot, we calculated their specialization in resource use with the \(d^r\) metric (measured in \(R\) with the \(\text{specieslevel}\) function in bipartite v2.15)\(^7\), which estimates each species’ deviation from random resource use. At the whole-network scale, we computed metrics that describe the overall organization of plant-pollinator interactions. We calculated network specialization (\(H^2\) index)\(^7\), which estimates the degree of niche partitioning or complementary resource use in the network. We also calculated network nestedness (weighted NODF index)\(^7\), which describes the degree to which specialist species within networks interact with generalists’ interaction partners. Both network-level metrics were calculated with \(\text{networklevel}\) in bipartite. Together these species- and network-level metrics (Figures 3B–3F) describe the variety, intensity, and specialization of pollinator visitation to plants’ flowers and the properties of plant-pollinator associations at the level of entire assemblages.

We assessed the impact of herbivore presence and rainfall site on plant-pollinator interaction patterns using a generalized linear mixed-effects model framework similar to that described above. We constructed four candidate models for each metric (treatment, site, treatment + site, treatment × site), each of which included random intercepts for experimental block (i.e., paired Exclusion and Open plots) nested in site. Because the number of pollinator species per plant species, visitation intensity, and pollinator specialization were all estimated for each species in each plot, we also included species-level random effects in candidate models for these metrics. We used DHARMA (v0.3.2)\(^8\) to perform residual diagnostics. We used a negative binomial error distribution for models of the number of pollinator species per plant species to account for overdispersion, Beta error distributions for network specialization to account for its unit interval (after transforming in accordance with Smithson and Verkuilen\(^9\)), and Gaussian error distributions for visitation intensity, pollinator specialization, and nestedness. Visitation intensity was log-transformed to fit distributional assumptions. We used a Gaussian error distribution for pollinator specialization, despite its unit interval bounds, in lieu of a Beta error distribution based on the residual diagnostics for both. To assess how herbivore presence and site influenced plant-pollinator interaction patterns, we compared candidate models with and without each variable using likelihood-ratio tests with the \(\text{anova}\) function in R. To parse the degree to which the effects of herbivory and site on plant-pollinator network structure were mediated by changes in the richness and abundance of the plant and pollinator assemblages, we performed a second set of likelihood-ratio tests for network specialization and nestedness. We compared candidate models including either herbivore presence or site as well as the richness of the network and total number of scaled interactions per plot (a proxy for combined plant and pollinator abundance) against a simpler model including only richness and scaled interactions.

**Pollinator Extinction Risk Estimation**

To relate the effects of herbivore presence and site to plant-pollinator assemblage stability, we estimated the number of pollinators from each network expected to be lost to extinction based on their abundance and interaction patterns. To do this, we used a Bayesian network approach\(^10,41\) to estimate pollinator loss. Briefly, this approach involves first estimating each pollinator’s vulnerability to extinction based on its abundance (i.e., prior extinction probability)\(^41\) and then using Bayesian networks with a linear relationship between posterior extinction risk and interaction partner loss (i.e., extinction risk increases linearly as interaction partners are
lost) to estimate each pollinator’s additional risk of extinction arising from their interaction patterns (i.e., posterior extinction risk that accounts for abundance and interactions). This Bayesian approach builds on previous approaches to extinction simulations by effectively averaging across all possible extinction scenarios\(^{30}\) rather than using a small sample of simulation space. To generate extinction priors for each of the species in each network, floral abundance and pollinators caught were totaled at the site-by-treatment level to describe each plant and pollinator species’ abundance in each combination of herbivory and rainfall scenarios. These values were then linearized and transformed into prior extinction probabilities following the approach in Baldock et al.\(^{41}\) at which point they represent each species’ vulnerability to extinction based on their abundance. The extinction vulnerability of each pollinator attributed to both their abundance and interaction patterns was represented by the posterior extinction risk attributed to each species. The expected pollinator loss from each network was the sum of the posterior pollinator-extinction probabilities. Finally, to account for differing numbers of pollinators per network, we divided expected pollinator loss by the total number of pollinator species observed in each network. To assess whether expected proportional pollinator loss varied systematically with herbivore presence and site, we compared generalized linear mixed-effects models (beta error distribution) by likelihood-ratio test (Figure 3G). As above, four candidate models were constructed (treatment, site, treatment + site, treatment × site), each with a random intercept for block (nested in site). As with network structural metrics, we also assessed the degree to which richness and abundance drive herbivore and aridity effects on expected pollinator loss. We used likelihood-ratio tests to assess whether a full model containing herbivore treatment or site alongside network richness (log) and total scaled interactions (log) fit significantly better than simpler models where treatment or site, respectively, were not included.